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About me

Sr. UX Researcher @ Google

Previously: eBay, Paypal, Intuit, Oracle

MS Human Factors, SJSU

Strengths: Asking Qs, synthesizing data



Our work

https://health.google/



Our work
Medical experts label health data

Labels train AI to detect disease
Dermatology

Ophthalmology

Pathology

Radiology



Why is data 
quality 
important?
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“Garbage in, garbage out”

Low-quality 
labels

Lower-performing 
models



Bad data in medical imaging: Impact

High $$$ of medical experts

Patient harm (e.g. false negatives / positives)



Bad data & “data cascades”

Sambasivan et al. “Everyone wants to do the model work, not the data work”: Data Cascades in High-Stakes AI. CHI 2021.
https://doi.org/10.1145/3411764.3445518 

“Compounding events 
causing negative, 

downstream effects 
from data issues, 

resulting in technical 
debt over time.”

https://doi.org/10.1145/3411764.3445518


What have we 
learned?
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Freeman et al. "Iterative Quality Control Strategies for Expert Medical Image Labeling." AAAI HCOMP 2021.
https://ojs.aaai.org/index.php/HCOMP/article/view/18940 

https://ojs.aaai.org/index.php/HCOMP/article/view/18940


Learning from teams’ stories

“Describe a time when you had 
concerns about label quality.”

How did it come 
to your attention?

What did you 
do?

How has your 
approach changed?

🔎  Signals 🛠  Interventions 💡  Strategies



Expert medical image labeling:
Key challenges 

🚩



Inter-worker variability



“It turned out that half of the (workers) 
interpreted a question one way, and 

half of them another way. 
At least half of our data was useless.”

🤔



Experience / training

“You end up doing what 
you learned during 
training.”

Individual tendencies

Reason #1: Differences among workers

Avoid false 
negatives

Avoid false 
positives

“Mild” “Severe”“Moderate”

x x

x x



Clinical  🩺

Reason #2: Gap between contexts

Labeling for AI  🤖
Data abundance
Medical history, multiple images, etc.

Data scarcity
Single image

Expert Gestalt intuition
“Glaucoma: I know it when I see it.”

Need for structured data
For consistency, explainability

Focus on most salient pathology
Treat the most severe issue

Focus on all pathologies
Screen for early mild pathology



Expert medical image labeling:
Strategies

💡





Task design  📝 Guideline design  📋

1: Task & guideline design

“Global” + “Local” questions
e.g. Checklist + overall risk

Careful wording
“Can [condition] be ruled out?” vs. 
“Is [condition] present?”

Provide context (prime workers)
e.g. “Imagine these are from a 
screening clinic where [disease] is 
relatively common.”

Reduce ambiguity with examples
e.g. images of risk indicators 





Qualitative methods  💬

2: Task & guideline iteration

Expert reviews

“To find glaringly 
obvious mistakes 
before we start a full 
production run of 
label collection.”

Worker feedback 
sessions

“We had focus 
groups, asking if 
there was anything 
we should change.”

Dry run with sample 
tasks

“We find holes in the 
guidelines. They’re 
exercising the whole 
thing and giving 
feedback right away.”



Quantitative methods  📊

2: Task & guideline iteration

Inter-rater agreement

 “We look at cases with high disagreement. 
We talk to the workers and try to figure out: 
What did they misinterpret? 

We modify the guidelines, and then deploy 
Round 2. We repeat as needed until we hit (a 
preset) threshold.”

💡
For improving tasks & 
guidelines… NOT for 
assessing workers!





3: Worker onboarding via tests

Guideline comprehension Guideline application

Answer questions about the guidelines Perform sample tasks

(written knowledge test) (behind-the-wheel driving test)



3: Worker onboarding via tests
Take test

Pass Fail

Get extra 
training

💡
For helping workers 

succeed in applying their 
expertise to labeling… 
NOT for filtering out 

“bad” workers!



Expert medical image labeling:
2 key perspective shifts

👀



📊
Domain experts 

as data providers

🤝
Domain experts 

as partners



⏳
Measuring quality 
once large-scale 
data collection 

launches

🔍
Proactively 

identifying and 
addressing issues 

upstream



Thank you!

Expert medical labelers

Study participants

Co-authors

Naama Hammel, Sonia Phene, Abigail Huang, 
Rebecca Ackermann, Olga Kanzheleva, Miles Hutson, 
Caitlin Taggart, Quang Duong, Rory Sayres
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